THE NAKED VOICE ORGANISERS PACK
BECOME A NAKED VOICE ORGANISER
BRING THE NAKED VOICE DIRECT TO YOUR DOORSTEP
PLAY AN ESSENTIAL ROLE IN AWAKENING THE SOUL THROUGH
SOUND & VOICE
SHARE YOUR OWN NAKED VOICE EXPERIENCE
WITH FAMILY FRIENDS & COLLEAGUES

HOW TO GET INVOLVED…
The Naked Voice Organiser’s Pack guides you through the whole process
from initial preparations, to workshop opening, completion, and follow-up.
We look forward to hearing from you, and embarking on this rewarding
new collaboration with you.
Thank you so much for your support and involvement
Best wishes from Chloe Goodchild – Founder of The Naked Voice
On behalf of us our Core team:
Masashi Minagawa - Shintaido Movement (New Body Way)
Nicholas Twilley - World Percussion
and
The Naked Voice Facilitators Association

The Naked Voice, The Old Co-op, 38 Chelsea Rd, Bristol, BS5 6AF
UK
Tel: +44 (0) 117 9548006
Email: now@thenakedvoice.com
Website: www.thenakedvoice.com
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Dear Naked Voice Organiser
We are delighted that you would like to organise a Naked Voice
workshop in your area. As The Naked Voice work is expanding to meet a
wider demand internationally, we have devised this new Organiser’s Pack
to encourage a more collaborative organisation that enables you to bring
this innovative and nourishing work to your own doorstep, and for free!
Depending on your geographic location, personal commitments, and
your present involvement with The Naked Voice work, we want to ensure
that your experience as an organiser is as effortless, and enriching for you
as possible. We therefore encourage you to organise a workshop that
accords with your level of experience, inspiration and involvement in The
Naked Voice work. If you live a long way away from our UK base, you
may wish to organise either an introductory evening or daytime course,
followed by something longer and more in depth. Or you may want to
ensure that it ties in with my itinerary in the country where you live.
This may require collaborating with another NV workshop organiser,
discussing dates, or the possibility of co-ordinating your workshop plan
with them. You will find the names of our present Organisers at the back of
this pack. Don’t hesitate to call them to find out what it is like to be a
Naked Voice Organiser. We are very happy to discuss future possibilities,
times and dates, and to advise you in this process.
In the meantime, we wish you all the best, and we look forward to
bringing The Naked Voice to your community. Be well and enjoy this new
adventure.
NB. You can always seek mentoring and support first with a NV Facilitator
www.theNVFA.org
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A GUIDE FOR WORKSHOP ORGANISERS
The Naked Voice runs a variety of workshops, some of which can be
either residential or non residential. Firstly you need to establish which
type of workshop we are going to offer. Please see website for details on
these courses. www.thenakedvoice.com
Current Workshops
a. Chants of Compassion
b. Your Naked Voice
c. Awakening through Sound
d. Sound Intelligence – 5 Day
e. Singing Field Process
f. Singing Field Gathering

(One Day Non-residential)
(One Day or Weekend Non-Residential)
(Fri eve-Sunday lunch residential)
(Eve of first - lunch of last day)
(3 - 4 hour small group)
(Evening 2 – 3hrs)

All workshops include an introduction to the basic Naked Voice principles,
and communication skills, accessed through deep listening, inner sound,
self inquiry, devotional chant, sonic formulas, energy movement, love
poetry, song and improvisation.
Having established the type of workshop(s) you wish to organise, the
following practicalities need to be addressed:
Dates and Times - The dates and times for the workshop can be agreed
with the Naked Voice office. (Tel: +44 (0) 117 9548006)
Venue – The location of the venue needs to be clear and peaceful, with
good natural lighting. The venue should be resonant (good acoustic) and
offer a working space that is sufficient to allow movement, with availability
of a good quality CD player, cushions and chairs. The venue should
preferably have a restaurant/café on site or offer these facilities within
close proximity. In some cases it may be necessary to invite students to
bring lunch to share. Ease of parking near or at the venue is also
preferable.
Initial contact, publicity, support - You need to establish yourself as a point
of contact for enquiries, workshop registration and payment of fees.
People registering for courses often like to converse with someone
relatively local. We ask you to collate the relevant logistical information
and relay it to the Naked Voice Office nearer to the time of the workshop.
We will publicise the workshop you are organising on our website. If you
wish to advertise the workshop to reach your audience, more effectively,
we will consider your proposition.
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A Naked Voice Flier – The Naked Voice office can design a flier and in
some cases send the quantity you require for distribution.
Concerts/ Musical Events – If you wish to organise a Naked Voice
Concert/Musical Event, only, still complete the forms as much as possible.
CHANTS OF COMPASSION - Deep Listening in the Presence - 10-5pm
This is a new feature of Chloe's programme, inspired by her new Chants of
Compassion CD Series. This One Day focuses solely on the singing and
chanting of devotional songs and sacred mantras (words of power) from
different traditions, as well as Chloe’s own compositions. Chants of
Compassion introduces you to the power of sacred chanting as a way to
strengthen your own inner life, and a faculty of attention known as the
witness, or non-judgemental mind. Learning to enjoy silence and the
space between your thoughts, is also an integral part of this nourishing
day. Chloe will share ecstatic love poetry to inspire and enhance the
sound work. She will also interweave the sound and song with Naked
Voice vocal exercises and physical energy movement. Chants of
Compassion, can be included as an additional event, to a more in-depth
Singing Field intensive, or a Your Naked Voice workshop.
Chants of Compassion offers a safe and inspiring way to introduce The
Naked Voice as a taster for those who are unsure whether to attend a
longer workshop or residential.
Non-Residentials - These workshops usually last from 10.30/11am 4.30/5pm each day.
Residentials – For residential workshops, the following criteria are
applicable: - Residential workshops begin at 6.30pm with dinner the first
eve and complete with lunch on the last day. Please ensure that the
accommodation is able to house the students and facilitators, as well as
provide a warm and well-aired, accoustic room suitable for the workshop.
When establishing a rate, ensure that this covers accommodation and
food. Some venues will offer an exclusive fee, which is worth considering if
you have a large group. Chloe requires a single bedroom. Her core team
Nick and Masashi can share if they are there. We suggest bedrooms that
sleep a maximum of 2 or 3 with ensuite bathrooms; as well as single
occupancy rooms (which sometimes require a single supplement fee).
Food – It is important to identify your workshop food needs, especially if it is
residential eg; vegetarian, vegan, dairy free, wheat free. Organic food is
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preferred with a cook who can cater for mixed needs. Chicken and fish is
preferred in the menu, along with fresh green vegetables and salads in
plentitude. Soya and rice milk is also required.
Costing – Having investigated the above, you should be able to establish
a cost per student. In the UK, our residential accommodation cost price is
usually £50 - £70 per person, per night (including food). As a guideline, UK
workshop participants pay a total cost of approximately £125 -£175
sterling per day for residential workshops e.g. a weekend residential
(Friday eve-Sunday) is generally £250 - £300 inc. accommodation and
food. Non-residentials range from approx £140 - £180 for 2 days.
Booking – It is essential that every participant sends a non-refundable
deposit of £50 or £100 (depending on total price), which confirms their
booking. Please ensure you receive the balance at least one month prior
to the workshop, so that there is a clear indication of commitment, and
your capacity to pay Chloe’s fee and travel expenses, after all your
personal admin and venue-accommodation costs.
Cancellation Policy - This is an integral part of the Contract of Agreement
between us. It will be sent to you, as soon as we decide to go ahead, and
have agreed a cancellation policy in principle with you first i.e. in the
unlikely event of cancelling or postponing the workshop. Chloe requires at
least one month’s notice if the workshop is to be cancelled in UK; and at
least 3 months notice if it is to be cancelled in USA, Canada or outside
Europe. Otherwise her agreed fee will still be assured.
Fees - Depending on the area, type and length of workshop, you should
budget £1000 per day for Chloe, excluding travel and accommodation.
Her NV facilitator assistant, if present, requires a minimum fee of £150 per
day. The Workshop Submission Form allows you to work out costs and see
whether or not it is financially viable to run the workshop. We are also
happy to negotiate a shared cost of flights and travel expenses with other
Organisers, if Chloe is touring abroad in your country. Please discuss this
with us.
Workshop Size - Chloe is happy to work with a minimum of 20 and a
maximum of 50 participants. The larger the group size the more viable it
will be to bring the whole Core Team (Masashi and-or Nicholas) which is
always a great joy for everyone.
Merchandise – Chloe has created and produced a range of merchandise
– CD’s, DVD’s, Audio Books, “Home Learners” (Sounds True) and Videos,
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which are sold at workshops. Once you establish your numbers for the
workshop, you can order merchandise on a sale or return basis for the
workshop, returning left-over stock together with sales money to our head
office, (or to Chloe en route). The Naked Voice office will offer you
guidance with regard to ordering the stock (see merchandise order form).
Sometimes Chloe can bring extra stock. She does require participants to
have practiced with the Your Naked Voice or Awakening Through Sound
CDs before the start of the workshop to ensure maximum benefit from the
work.
The Benefits of Being a NV Organiser – We assist you in making a
financially viable event. You will receive profits over and above Chloe’s
fee. (NB Concerts are arranged on a % share of the gate.) You will also
have extra private time with Chloe, which enables you to gain a deeper
insight into the philosophy and practice of this work on a daily basis, as
well as at an organisational level. Subject to time availability, you may
receive a 1 - 1 session with Chloe or one of her Core Team or NV
Facilitator assistants which will further deepen your own understanding,
and application of the Naked Voice in your life. You may wish to pursue
other courses e.g. The Naked Voice annual 5 Day Training – which is a
requirement if you wish to become a NV Faciltiator. Following the
completion of the workshop we create time with you to assess and to
review the project - its strengths and weaknesses - and to explore ways to
improve it for other organisers, or for your follow-up plans.

Next Step – If, having read the information above, you wish to
become a Naked Voice Organiser, please complete the
attached workshop proposal form and email/post it to us in the
UK at:
The Naked Voice, The Old Co-op, 38 Chelsea Rd, Bristol, BS5
6AF, UK
Tel: +44 0117 9548006 Email: now@thenakedvoice.com
Tim Chalice or Chloe will be in contact with you a.s.a.p.
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NAKED VOICE ORGANISERS
UK
Narayani, London, Tel: 07976 016 103
email: narayani@onebodyonesound.com
Elaine Brook, Gaia Partnership Ltd, Tel: 0845 458 4718
email: elaine@gaiacooperative.org
EUROPE
Isabelle Bur, Bettenhausenstr.58, 3360 Herzogenbuchsee,
Switzerland. Tel: 062 961 93 57 email: isabur@besonet.ch
Nanina Ghelfi, Switzerland, email: nghelfi@bluewin.ch
IRELAND
Emer Dolphin,1 Hillcrest, Julianstown, Co Meath, Ireland, Tel:
00353 872745539 email: edolphin@iol.ie
Catherine Walsh, 9 Bayside Boulevarde, South Sutton, Dublin 13
email: sjcwalsh@yahoo.ie Tel: 00353 870516098 (cell)
CANADA
Alma Vaugeois,12733-25 Avenue, South Surrey, British
Columbia, Canada. email: almavaugeios@shaw.ca
Tel: 1 - 604-538-1112.
Clare Day, Hollyhock Holistic Centre, Box 127, Manson’s
Landing, Cortes Island, BC, VOP 1KO,Tel: 001 250 935 6576 ext
223 website: www.hollyhock.ca (Since 1999)
USA & MEXICO
Hanna Luna, Mexico workshops, e-mail: hannerik@hotmail.com
Katherine Cross, Montana, e-mail: kcross@montanasky.us
Marcia and Ken Berry – The Message Company, Santa Fe, email: message@bizspirit.com
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The Naked Voice: Workshop Proposal Form
Please return this form with the estimated financial assessment
Organiser’s Name ______________________________________________________
Address

______________________________________________________

Tel Number

______________________ Email _________________________

Title of Workshop __________________________________
Description of Workshop Venue

____________________________________

Proposed Dates for Workshop

____________________________________

Proposed Times of Workshop

____________________________________

Proposed Cost of Booking Fee

____________________________________

Proposed Number of Participants

____________________________________

Travel Arrangements ___________________________________________________
Airport Information etc _________________________________________________
Can you transport Chloe/Core Team to and from workshop? yes / no
If non-residential workshop, is there accommodation for Chloe/Core
Team? yes / no
E.g. Hotel, B & B, Organisers Home ______________________________________
Following receipt of the workshop proposal and estimated financial
assessment, we will send you a Contract of Agreement which will confirm
our acceptance of your workshop proposal to organise a Naked Voice
Workshop in your area.
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Estimated Financial Assessment
Please complete and send this with your Workshop Proposal Form
Please state which currency

Income

Sterling £

Workshop Cost _______________

Euro

$USA

$CAN

Expenditure

Chloe fee ___________________

Minimum No of Students (15-20) _________ Xtra Facilitators ______________
Maximum No of students (+/- 50) _________ Food (if applicable___________
Postage _____________________
Telephone ___________________
Accommodation(if
applicable) __________________
Travel _______________________
Sundries _____________________
Advertising __________________

Total _________________

Total ____________________

Profit or Loss ________________
No of bookings required to cover costs ________
Marketing the Workshop – what are your plans for PR/contacts etc?

________________________________________________________________________
Shall we include your details on the workshop schedule on our website?
Yes / No
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Actual Financial Breakdown
Please complete and send this AFTER the workshop
Sterling £

Euro

$USA

$CAN

Please state which currency

Income

Workshop Cost _______________

Expenditure

Chloe fee ___________________

Minimum No of Students (15-20) _________ Xtra Facilitators ______________
Maximum No of students (+/- 50) _________ Food (if applicable___________
Postage _____________________
Telephone ___________________
Accommodation(if
applicable) __________________
Travel _______________________
Sundries _____________________
Advertising __________________

Total _________________

Total ____________________

Profit or Loss ________________
No of bookings required to cover costs ________
Any comments/feedback on the outcome of the workshop
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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The Naked Voice Merchandise Order Form
Product

Awakening Through
Sound
Your Naked Voice
Thousand Ways of Light
Laughing Heart
Fierce Wisdom
There is Some Kiss
Eternal A
Taimyo & Tenshingoso

Format

Worksho
p Price

Price
inc P & P

5 CD +
DVD
CD (3)
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
DVD

£40.00

£42.75

£20.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00

£21.25
£13.25
£13.25
£13.25
£13.25
£13.25
£13.25

Quantity
Req

TOTAL
Product Dispatch Info
Name _________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Tel No ____________________ Email ____________________________
Circle as appropriate :
1) Please send the above order prior to arrival Yes / No
2) Please provide the above order on arrival at the Workshop Yes / No
3) Please send 50% of the above order prior to arrival and bring the
remaining amount with you Yes / No
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The Naked Voice Merchandise Sales/Return Form
Final payment for these Naked Voice Products is to be made at the end of
the workshop. Please complete this form for our Naked Voice records.
Name _________________________________________________________________
Workshop ____________________ Date(s) _________________________________
Tel No ______________________ Email _____________________________________
Merchandise Sales Sterling

Foreign Currency (if app)

Total CDs

£_____________

________________

Total DVDs £_____________

________________

Total Videos £_____________

________________

Total Books £_____________

________________

Grand Total £_____________

________________

Product
Category
Awakening
Through Sound
CD/DVD
Your Naked Voice CD
Thousand Ways
CD
Laughing Heart
CD
Fierce Wisdom
CD
Eternal A
CD
There is Some Kiss CD
Taimyo/Tenshingoso DVD
TOTAL

Price

Number Sold

£40.00
£20.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00
£12.00

________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________

Cost
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
________
£________

NB : Please note that payment to The Naked Voice for all products must
be delivered in UK sterling pounds or as a UK sterling bank draft.
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